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Legacy Senior Living Promotes Allison Haun to
Director of Human Resources
20-year HR veteran has proven track record in team member
development and organizational support
CLEVELAND, Tenn. (Feb. 17, 2021) – Following a successful tour as the human resources
coordinator, Allison Haun has been promoted to Director of Human Resources at Legacy Senior
Living, a strategic move the company believes will benefit its team members through its
continued growth in 2021 and beyond.
Haun joined the Legacy Senior Living family in August of 2019 as a human resources
coordinator with almost two decades of experience in similar roles, a level of experience that
proved essential throughout the unique challenges of 2020.

In this expanded role, Haun will deepen her involvement in team member development,
organizational support, and advising the senior leadership team in matters related to human
resources.
“Allison has proven beyond measure that her skills and passion are an essential asset to all our
team members,” said Barry Ray, Founder and CEO at Legacy Senior Living. “Her experience
has served us well as our team has grown, and we’re excited about the impact she’ll have in this
expanded role,” he added.
Haun, who has a degree in graphic design from Chowan University, sought a career in the
senior living industry, inspired by her relationship with her grandmother.
“Our team puts their heart and soul into serving our residents, so it’s truly an honor to be able
to serve them,” said Haun. “I’m extremely grateful to take the next step forward in my journey
with Legacy Senior Living,” she added.
A Charlotte, N.C., native, Haun now makes her home in Cleveland with her husband, David,
and their two daughters.

About Legacy Senior Living
Legacy Senior Living operates a family of senior living communities throughout the Southeast
specializing in independent living, assisted living or Alzheimer’s care services. Headquartered
in Cleveland, Tenn., the company is committed to serving the ‘Greatest Generation of
Americans’ with honor, respect, faith and integrity. More information is available at legacysl.net
or by calling (423) 478-8071.
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PHOTO CAPTION: In a move that will allow expanded support of its team
members, Legacy Senior Living has promoted Allison Haun to Director of HR.
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